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By the Numbers: 

 

Durable Goods Key Measures

November Current Mo Prior Mo Prior Yr

New Orders-Durable 191,588       196,053      178,642         

12 month moving average 193,138       170,178         

% Change from Prior Year 13.5%

Unshipped Orders - Durable 822,844       826,383      793,288         

% Change from Prior Year 3.7%

Value of Shipments - Durable 200,839       197,633      192,426         

12 month moving average 196,404       183,193         

% Change from Prior Year 7.2%

Inventory - Durables 322,149       319,982      295,335         

% Change from Prior Year 9.1%

Inv to shipments ratio - Durable 1.60             1.62           1.53              

Growth Index - Durable New Ord 1.008           1.032         1.044             

Growth Index - Durable Shipmts 1.010           1.010         1.030             

US Economy Key Measures

This period Last period Change

GDP Q4 14,870.4      14,745.1     0.8%

Industrial Production (Dec) 2,529.7        2,498.0      1.3%

Capacity Utilization % (Dec) 76.0             75.4           0.6                     

       Manufacturing % 73.5             73.2           0.3                     

       Durable Goods % 71.2             71.0           0.2                     

      Autos and Parts % 60.0             60.0           (0.0)                   

      Machinery % 76.3             76.1           0.2                     

Durable Goods ($ Mil Seasonally adjusted) Nov Data

     New orders 191,588       196,053      -2.3%

     Shipments 200,839       197,633      1.6%

     Inventory 322,149       319,982      0.7%

     Unshipped Orders 822,844       826,383      -0.4%

Total Retail ($ Mil SA) Dec data 340,675       338,472      0.7%

     Autos and Parts 68,080         67,371       1.1%

     Gasoline 38,717         38,125       1.6%

     Core retail 233,878       232,976      0.4%

Employment (000's SA) Jan Data

     Non-Farm 130,265       130,229      36

     Private 108,030       107,980      50

     Goods Producing 17,804         17,786       18

     Manufacturing 11,617         11,568       49

     Construction 5,455           5,487         -32

     Durable Goods Mfg 7,189           7,127         62

Housing (000s of Units SA) Dec Data

     Single family starts 417 458 -9.0%

     Single family sales (new) 329 280 17.5%

     Single family for sale (new) 190 197 -3.6%
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US Economy: 

Growth in Q4 GDP continues in weak positive territory, but at a lower rate than Q3.. 

Industrial production grew for the first time in five months.  Retail set a new record for 

December.  Significant signs of inflation in food prices (excluded from the normal CPI 

measures). 

Durable Goods: 

New orders declined for the third consecutive month.  Shipments grew for the second 

time in three months.  Order to shipments ratio is now down to 95.4% suggesting a 

reduction in production levels soon. 

Random Thoughts: 

- H. L. Menken: “Every decent man is ashamed of the government he lives under.” 
- The EPA continues to move forward with regulation of greenhouse gas 

emissions while the average global surface temperature continues to plummet.   

- The Interior Department has been held in contempt of court for re-issuing the 

drilling ban that the court had struck down. 

- More evidence of trouble in the Chinese economy.  The money supply (M2) as a 

percent of GDP is 5 times greater than in the US. 

- The meltdown in the Chinese economy seems to have started.  This article from 

the NYT talks about attempts by Chinese manufacturers to pass on 20-50% price 

increases.  Western buyers are rejecting the deals, looking for alternate sources.  

A quarter of scheduled sailings for the spring have been cancelled.  Driven 

mostly by new labor laws.  

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/01/31/business/global/31trade.html?_r=2&adxnnl=

1&adxnnlx=1297526508-kNK/N2NfSVXFvLYVKytFvQ 

- China is the largest producer of solar panels.  They don’t use them. They sell 

them in the US and Europe. 

- Chinese energy investment for electricity production is focused on coal and 

nuclear.  They’re also stockpiling thorium (see our November report for a 

discussion of thorium reactors). The US has a 40,000 year supply of thorium and 

is doing very little to develop it. 

http://energyfromthorium.com/2011/01/30/china-initiates-tmsr/ 

- Michael Pettis points out that all methods of correcting a banking crisis involve 

spreading the cost of bad loans around all households in the country.  The 

Chinese fixed their banking crisis of a decade ago by propping up the banks, but 

at the cost of shrinking private consumption from 45% of GDP to 36%.  They are 

now between a rock and a hard place.  They need to fix another banking crisis.  

And they’re out of bullets.  
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http://mpettis.com/2011/01/the-real-cost-of-chinese-npls/ 

- Yossef Bodansky  (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yossef_Bodansky) speculates that 

the Chinese strategy in building ghost cities is not related to puffing their 

economic growth, but is a preparation for war.  Based on the locations involved 

he proposes a “Behind-the-Urals” strategy. 

- The Met office in the UK has been caught cooking the books (again) on 

temperature data.  You’d think they would have learned that the jig is up.    

http://www.bishop-hill.net/blog/2011/1/29/booker-wades-in.html 

- We no longer have a land based temperature record that is uncorrupted.  The 

scientists claim to have lost the unadjusted data.   

- It is telling that 66% of US record high temperatures were set before 1940.  Hard 

to “adjust” numbers that local people remember. 

- Once again multiple readers have accused me of being a conservative. It might 

be true, depending on which definition you choose.  But no definition includes 

standing with Newt Gingrich and Charles Grassley when they tout ethanol.  Newt 

should stick to history.  Charles needs to be mayor of a small town.  I’m actually 

an engineer with zero patience for do-good ideas that start with the repeal of the 

laws of physics or economics.   See the discussion of energy below. 

- Commodity prices have increased dramatically over the past year.  Only one has 

declined.  Natural gas is down 20% due to the increased production from shale 

deposits.  Export terminals for liquefied gas are being built in the US.  Not good 

news for Russia since their political leverage in the EU is built on a monopoly 

position in gas supply.  Also takes some pressure off the situation in Georgia, 

which was mostly about controlling pipeline routes.   

- David Archibald is a climate scientist in Australia.  He recently presented a 

summary of the world of climate, energy and economics.  Excellent compilation 

of the real science from someone who still remembers what that is. 

http://wattsupwiththat.com/2011/02/12/david-archibald-on-climate-and-energy-

security/#more-33809 

- Freeman Dyson is one of my favorite scientists.  Nothing distracts him from the 

evidence.  He recently made a presentation on the likelihood that oil and gas are 

not fossil fuels, but are continuously generated deep in the Earth.  I’ve argued 

this position for several decades.  Good to have some support from someone 

that actually understands how it happens. 

- Dr. Roy Spencer observes that the first step in a scientific hypothesis is to reject 

the null hypothesis.  He offers the following challenge: Show me one peer-

reviewed paper that has ruled out natural, internal [not caused by the Sun] 

climate cycles as the cause of most of the recent warming in the thermometer 
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record.  Dr. Spencer is a climate scientist at the University of Alabama (formerly 

NASA). 

 

Energy:  The current administration and a substantial minority in Congress continue to 

believe in the myth of “[Green, Clean, Renewable…pick one] Energy” as the salvation 

for the future of the US economy.  It seems to be accepted without argument in 

Washington that we are going to run out of hydrocarbon fuel and will need to find a new 

way.  It sounds sensible and wise as long as you don’t look too closely.  There is no 

reliable evidence that this is the case.  

The concept of “Peak Oil” is often presented as proof.  This method of analysis looks at 

the output of existing wells, which always decreases over time, and estimates when 

they will be played out. The proponents routinely fail to anticipate new technology and 

underestimate the pace of new discoveries.  Peak oil advocates have predicted the 

Armageddon arrival date for liquid hydrocarbons as less than 20 years away: 1985, 

1990, 2000, 2010, etc.  Despite the repeated predictions liquid hydrocarbon production 

continues to set new records.  Exxon Mobil has booked discoveries at about 130% of 

production for more than 15 years.  Mega-field discoveries over the past decade set an 

all time record.  We’re not running out of oil.  But we’re pretty much out of $10 oil. So 

the need is economic rather than existential. 

There is no single solution for energy supply.  Electricity and transportation have 

fundamentally different requirements.  Liquid hydrocarbons are likely to be the 

transportation fuel for another 50 years.  There is no realistic replacement on the 

horizon.  The use of batteries to make electricity portable is likely to fade further.  A 

recent proposal to replace small batteries with a tiny turbine engine is getting serious 

attention.  It could reduce power supply weight by 80% and last for months.   

Electric vehicles can serve to transfer emissions from the city center to a remote power 

plant, which can be quite useful.  But we do so at a significant increase in total energy 

use.  A recent Chinese university study concluded that electric vehicles required twice 

the prime energy.  A US study showed similar results: Internal combustion engines 

deliver 50% of potential energy input to the wheels; electric only 25%. Since the prime 

conversion efficiency has a theoretical upper limit of about 30% with current technology, 

the thermodynamic conversion ratios are 15% and 7.5% respectively.  

Ethanol is even worse.  It takes lots of energy to produce, uses 6 gallons of water for 

every gallon produced, and diverts scarce cereal grains away from the food supply 

chain.  Even the environmental impact is a negative.  Consumer Reports tested e85 in a 

2007 Tahoe. The results of their study showed: 
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“Fuel economy, however, dropped across the board. In highway driving, gas mileage 

decreased from 21 to 15 mpg; in city driving, it dropped from 9 to 7 mpg. You could 

expect a similar decrease in gas mileage in any current FFV. “ 

 http://www.consumerreports.org/cro/cars/new-cars/news/ethanol/overview/index.htm 

So the solution is to drill for more oil while we fund small research initiatives to find 

some alternative that can get to thermodynamic break even.  Instead Washington tries 

to force the deployment of technologies that don’t work yet (i.e. with net negative energy 

output).  Solar, wind and ethanol are not just economically impractical.  If that were the 

case the current strategy of subsidizing their use and regulating up the price of their 

legitimate competition might work.  The debate about economic break even points is 

irrelevant.  They are net consumers of energy regardless of how the economic position 

is manipulated by the legislature and regulators. 

The only option to hydrocarbon fuel is nuclear energy, and this doesn’t yet work for 

most of transportation (you’re an exception if you operate an aircraft carrier).  The 

administration announced that the new budget will include funds for design and 

prototype of “modular” reactors. Bravo!  The idea is to build them in a factory and deliver 

a complete reactor on a truck.  When they start doing it with thorium using molten salt 

heat exchange, we’ll have a winner.  If you search for thorium fuel rods on ebay you’ll 

discover that you can buy them for under $10. 

Manufacturers need to pay close attention to the short term energy debate.  No single 

factor will have as dramatic effect on durable goods manufacturing as the cost of 

energy.  This is especially true where the cost drivers are unilateral national policy 

decisions. No nation will have a successful manufacturing sector long term without 

cheap energy.  The technology is available.  The political acumen may not be. 
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 Employment:  

The unemployment rate is now officially irrelevant. It was reported to have dropped from 

9.4% to 9% in January despite a m

glance at the charts suggests that what happened 

Employment declined from 146 million at the beginning of 2008 to about 139 million 

now.  It has been essentially unchanged for a year.  As a percent of the

current 58.4% is not significantly changed in a year

measure has been recorded. 

A positive signal in the employment data was the 62,000 increase in durable

employment.  This may be temporary

manufacturing executives are willing to move if business potential warrants.
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despite a meager 36,000 increase in employment

suggests that what happened last month was mostly 

from 146 million at the beginning of 2008 to about 139 million 

ally unchanged for a year.  As a percent of the population

is not significantly changed in a year and is the lowest level since the 

  

A positive signal in the employment data was the 62,000 increase in durable

employment.  This may be temporary (see below). But it is an indication that 

manufacturing executives are willing to move if business potential warrants.
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Summary and Sector Analysis
 

GDP: US GDP growth slowed in Q4.  The 

prior recoveries, and far below the rate needed to generate employment growth.

  

Year

2008

2008

2008

2008

2009

2009

2009

2009

2010

2010

2010

2011
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Summary and Sector Analysis 

slowed in Q4.  The current growth rate is well below the rate of

prior recoveries, and far below the rate needed to generate employment growth.

 

 

Gross Domestic Product

Qtr
GDP $b  

(SAAR)

Chg from 

Prior Pd

Chg from 

Prior Year

2008 1 14328.4 0.3% 3.9%

2008 2 14471.8 1.0% 3.3%

2008 3 14484.9 0.1% 2.3%

2008 4 14191.2 -2.0% -0.7%

2009 1 14049.7 -1.0% -1.9%

2009 2 14034.5 -0.1% -3.0%

2009 3 14114.7 0.6% -2.6%

2009 4 14277.3 1.2% 0.6%

2010 1 14446.4 1.2% 2.8%

2010 2 14578.7 0.9% 3.9%

2010 3 14745.1 1.1% 4.5%

2011 4 14870.4 0.8% 4.2%
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well below the rate of 

prior recoveries, and far below the rate needed to generate employment growth.  
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Industrial Production (excluding industrial supplies) 

Industrial production increased in December after four consecutive months of weak 

declines.  But the long term view still shows 

Unlike GDP industrial production has not yet recovered to the prior peak.

Year
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(excluding industrial supplies)  

 

Industrial production increased in December after four consecutive months of weak 

But the long term view still shows US economy is stuck in a deep hole

Unlike GDP industrial production has not yet recovered to the prior peak.

Industrial Production  $b SAAR

Mo

Ind Prod - 

Value of 

Prod

Chg from 

Prior Pd

Chg from 

Prior Year

5 2,257.3   -1.6% -11.2%

6 2,249.1   -0.4% -11.3%

7 2,297.3   2.1% -9.3%

8 2,328.4   1.4% -6.2%

9 2,364.4   1.5% -1.3%

10 2,377.5   0.6% -2.5%

11 2,369.6   -0.3% -2.3%

12 2,380.9   0.5% -1.7%

1 2,401.7   0.9% 3.2%

2 2,399.2   -0.1% 2.6%

3 2,429.3   1.3% 5.0%

4 2,420.5   -0.4% 5.6%

5 2,469.3   2.0% 9.4%

6 2,475.3   0.2% 10.1%

7 2,522.8   1.9% 9.8%

8 2,514.5   -0.3% 8.0%

9 2,511.6   -0.1% 6.2%

10 2,512.2   0.0% 5.7%

11 2,498.0   -0.6% 5.4%

12 2,529.7   1.3% 6.2%
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Industrial production increased in December after four consecutive months of weak 

a deep hole.  

Unlike GDP industrial production has not yet recovered to the prior peak. 
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Capacity Utilization:  

Industrial production capacity utilization

to 76%), as did manufacturing (

metals (+0.8 to 71.6%), machinery 

the steady decline from 66% in July

While manufacturers have done an excellent job of remaining profitable through the 

recession, the excess capacity will constrain capital investment.

Reports of long lead times in primary metals 

traditional standards suggest 

downstream in the supply chain.  This is part of the 

previous months that always emerges in 

remain a constraint for most of the coming year.
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apacity utilization showed slight improvement in December

manufacturing (+0.3 to 73.6%), durable goods (+0.2 to 71

machinery (+0.2 to 76.3%).  Autos and light trucks 

decline from 66% in July (-0.1 to 60%). 

While manufacturers have done an excellent job of remaining profitable through the 

recession, the excess capacity will constrain capital investment. 

Reports of long lead times in primary metals coupled with low utilization rates by 

suggest a slow response to demand increases from further 

downstream in the supply chain.  This is part of the “friction” we’ve discussed in 

previous months that always emerges in the growth phase of a business cycle

remain a constraint for most of the coming year. 
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The Durable Goods Sector: 

New Orders (December data):

and down from September’s peak of 

Shipments increased by 1.6% to $200.8 billion.  

at 95.4% which is a clear signal of pending retrenchment.  

Unfilled Orders remained at near record high.  The ratio of unfilled orders to shipments 

declined 2.4% to 5.6 months. 

Inventory climbed by 0.7% to $322 billion

to 1.6 months.  This is reasonable performance unless there is a cutback in production 
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data): Durable new orders declined by 2.3% to $191.6 billion

s peak of $202 billion. 

increased by 1.6% to $200.8 billion.  The ratio of orders to shipments is now 

at 95.4% which is a clear signal of pending retrenchment.   

t near record high.  The ratio of unfilled orders to shipments 

 

to $322 billion, but the ratio to shipments declined by 1.2%

.  This is reasonable performance unless there is a cutback in production 

Durable Goods Unfilled Orders
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rates as suggested by the order to shipment ratio.  That will cause a surge in inventory 

that will require some clean up. 

Retail Data (January advanced release

Retail Sales: Total retail sales 

January 2009.  This constitutes a new record

slowed. 

Core retail continues on the surging track that began in August 2010.  Th

effects on food and clothing are
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rates as suggested by the order to shipment ratio.  That will cause a surge in inventory 

that will require some clean up.  

advanced release) 

otal retail sales increased to $342 billion, and are now 8.3

.  This constitutes a new record, even though the pace of growth has 

Core retail continues on the surging track that began in August 2010.  Th

are becoming clearer with each new data release.
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rates as suggested by the order to shipment ratio.  That will cause a surge in inventory 

8.3% above 

he pace of growth has 

 

Core retail continues on the surging track that began in August 2010.  The inflation 

becoming clearer with each new data release. 
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The increased spending for food and beverage

inflation driver in core retail.  This does not represent real growth, but price inflation. 

The following chart shows the amount of

past year.  This is a clear indication that multiple factors are driving this condition, not 

just the change in the value of the dollar.  Most likely the combination of crop failures 

due to weather plus the diversion
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food and beverage started in August and shows one 

core retail.  This does not represent real growth, but price inflation. 

e amount of inflation in a number of commodities over the 

This is a clear indication that multiple factors are driving this condition, not 

just the change in the value of the dollar.  Most likely the combination of crop failures 

the diversion of grain to ethanol production (25% of corn 
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started in August and shows one clear 

core retail.  This does not represent real growth, but price inflation.   

 

inflation in a number of commodities over the 

This is a clear indication that multiple factors are driving this condition, not 

just the change in the value of the dollar.  Most likely the combination of crop failures 

of corn in the US). 
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Housing:  

Housing activity remains flat, but a surge in the median home price ($213,000 to 

241,500) may be a signal that some balance is returning.  As we have previously 

pointed out, the apparent dramatic decline in home value reported in the Case-Schiller 

index is mostly the result of a “mix shift” - a decline in the top end of the market.  Over 

the past three years the “over $750,000” segment has declined from 4% to 3% to 2% of 

total value of sales.  We suspect the details will show the increase in median price is a 

result of a reversal of that trend.   This industry sector has a long way to go to get back 

to normal.  The ill-advised attempts to artificially increase the home ownership rate over 

the past two decades made a mess a critical industry.  This economic problem was 

intentionally caused by the good intentions of Congress.  

“Men are the only animals that devote themselves, day in and day out, to making one 

another unhappy. It is an art like any other. Its virtuosi are called altruists.” 

H. L. Mencken 
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About Time Compression Strategies and the Durable Goods Report 

TCSC provides business consulting and information technology support to high 

performance organizations. Our focus is on manufacturing and telecom, and through 

our business partners we support health care and other high-demand business 

environments. 

The goal of the Durable Goods Report is to offer context for the published monthly 

statistics on durable goods manufacturing in the US.  The analysis is historical in nature, 

and includes no forecasts beyond what may be obvious from current conditions. The 

analysis of historical patterns provides a necessary framework for understanding 

plausible scenarios.  Since a high percentage of durable goods go through retail, this 

analysis offers a leading indicator of future durable goods activity. 

The Durable Goods Report uses source data from the US Census Bureau, Bureau of 

Labor Statistics, and the Federal Reserve.  Rig count data source is the Baker Hughes 

Corp.  For data sourced from the US government, the preliminary publication is used 

wherever possible.  The preliminary release occurs about 5 weeks after the end of the 

period.  An earlier publication (advanced release) is available about 3 weeks after the 

end of the period, but is often subject to substantial revisions, and is not considered 

adequately reliable for growth trend analysis. 

A similar analysis is available for many industry sub-sectors.  Contact TCSC for details 

about this subscription based service.  

Technical Note: The “TCSC Growth Index” is measured as the ratio of the 3 month 

moving average divided by the 12 month moving average.  This removes some of the 

natural noise in the industry data, but also results in a slight response lag.  An index 

value greater than 1.000 is a sign of recent growth. 

About the Author: 

John Layden serves as CEO of Time Compression Strategies Corp (TCSC), a 

management consulting and information technology company serving manufacturing, 

distribution, and their supporting technologies.  He also serves as Chairman of 

Temporal Dynamics, Inc. (TDI), the developer of the Ancelus high performance 

database company.   TCSC has developed a suite of high-performance real-time 

applications systems in support of their client industries.  

  

Prior to launching TCSC, Layden’s career included 22 years’ in manufacturing and 

another 20 years in enterprise software. Most recently he has served as VP of Supply 

Chain Management for SAP and VP of Supply Chain Market Development for 
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Frontstep, Inc.  He served as President of Pritsker Corporation, an early innovator in 

discrete event simulation and Advanced Planning and Scheduling fields. He negotiated 

the Pritsker acquisition by Frontstep.  He was a founder and CEO of Automated 

Technology Associates, Inc., a leader in the development of real-time quality control 

systems and factory management applications.  

Layden has authored over 40 articles and papers on both the theory and practice of 

manufacturing and supply chain operations. He was described by one editor as one of 

the “founding fathers” of the Advanced Planning and Scheduling (APS) industry. He 

also authored the supply chain chapter in Maynard’s Industrial Engineers Handbook.  

He speaks worldwide on the subject of world class operating strategies.  He has been 

the keynote speaker at numerous conferences including the Automation Hall of Fame 

Awards.   

As a software company CEO, Layden delivered to market the first real-time advanced 

planning and scheduling system; the first real-time SPC system; and the first real-time, 

fourth-normal-form database system.  He is the originator of the Return on Capacity 

modeling process for analysis and improvement of supply chain profitability and delivery 

performance.   

As a key partner to Motorola, Layden developed the quality control concepts that 

became the Six Sigma Initiative.  He introduced the same concepts to GE and the 

Cadillac Division of General Motors.  These initiatives contributed to the Malcom 

Baldrige awards won by Motorola and Cadillac, and to the highly publicized Six Sigma 

program at GE.  He introduced the Six Sigma concepts to software development and 

delivered the only application software release to meet these exacting quality standards.  

Layden holds three patents and is the only American to hold a Japanese patent in 

quality control.   

Prior to his tenure in manufacturing software, Layden spent 20 years as an engineer, 

operating executive and board member with three Fortune 200 manufacturing 

companies.  The TCSC advisory services retain the practical, no-nonsense approach 

familiar to world class operating executives. His operating roles included plant manager, 

director of business planning, and VP of Supply Chain Management.    

Layden currently serves on 3 boards, and advises several high-tech startup companies. 

Mr. Layden holds a BS degree from Purdue University in Electrical Engineering and an 

MBA from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee (Executive Program).   He is active 

with the Purdue University President’s Council, and has served as a guest lecturer in 

the MBA programs of Villanova University, Columbia University, New York University, 

Ball State University, and others.  He can be reached at 317-842-6417 

jlayden@timecompressionstrategies.com or 888-218-0218 jlayden@temporaldyn.com. 
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